Protective Packaging

Bubble and Foam Wrap

Mailers

Boxes and Packing List Envelopes
Polybags

Protective Films, Clear and Colors

Kraft Paper and Newsprint

Honeycomb and Die Cuts
Corner Boards, Edge Protectors

Carton Sealing, Poly and Water Activated Tapes

Strapping, Bundling Tape

Hot Melt and Applicators
On-Demand Paper and Film Systems
Top Sheets

Stretch Films, Machine and Hand Grade
Printed film is also available.
Banding, Tools, and Accessories
Packaging Equipment

Banders
Banding or strapping can be used in addition to tape, stretch film, and twine when bundling, palletizing, and unitizing loads that are difficult to secure.

Case Sealers
Case sealers are capable of sealing overfilled, underfilled, and small or large cartons. They can quickly optimize your facility’s packaging needs.
Shrink Film and Equipment
Shrink film systems can be used to bundle items and as a closure method to comply with film requirements for liquids and gels.

Stretch Wrappers
Stretch wrappers provide a consistent wrap with the right amount of containment to protect your shipments. We have machines for every application and environment.
Marking and Coding

Label Applicators
Our labeling solutions include case labeling, primary product labeling, and pallet labeling. We provide a wide range of solutions including print and apply, wipe applicators, tamp applicators, and many other options.

CIJ Printers
Designed to print superior quality small characters on a variety of substrates; up to five lines of text, dates, lot numbers, etc.
Ink Jet Printers
High resolution and TIJ inkjet printing allow you to print custom messages, logos, lot information, best buy dates, and scannable bar codes. Inkjet printing is a great way to reduce material and labor costs.

For more information about General Packaging solutions, call or visit us online at www.tpcpack.com.